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Abstract 
Helios is the first (to our knowledge) modeling language for global optimization using in- 
terval analysis. Helios makes it possible to state global optimization problems almost as in sci- 
entific papers and textbooks and is guaranteed to find all isolated solutions in constraint-solving 
problems and all global optima in optimization problems. Helios statements are compiled to 
Newton, a constraint logic programming language using constraint satisfaction and interval anal- 
ysis techniques and their efficiency is comparable to direct programming in Newton. 
This paper presents the design of Helios, describes its theoretical foundation and semantic 
properties, sketches its implementation, reports some experimental results, and compares Helios 
to other modeling languages and direct programming in Newton. 
1. Introduction 
Many applications in science and engineering (e.g., chemistry, robotics, economics, 
mechanics) require to solve global optimization problems: i.e., finding all isolated so- 
lutions to a system of nonlinear real constraints or finding the minimum value of a 
nonlinear function subject to nonlinear constraints. These problems are difficult due to 
their inherent computational complexity (i.e., they are NP-hard) and due to the numer- 
ical issues involved to ensure termination and to guarantee correctness (i.e., finding 
all solutions or the global optimum). Note also that many challenging and important 
applications in this area involve problems with less than 20 variables. 
There are a variety of global optimization methods and a recent survey may be found 
in [13]. Two techniques which are generally recommended for difficult, highly non- 
linear, problems are continuation (e.g. [27,35]) and interval methods [7-10,12,1+16, 
17,22,28,31]. Continuation methods work in the domain of complex numbers and are 
effective for system of constraints not involving more than 20 variables, since they 
follow as many computation paths as the degree of the constraint systems. Interval 
methods work directly with real numbers and recent results [33] have shown that they 
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are comparable in efficiency to continuation methods on their benchmarks. In addition, 
they have been applied to larger problems, since they are not inherently limited by the 
degree of the system. 
Interval techniques are now in use in a variety of constraint logic programming (CLP) 
languages. The integration of interval methods in CLP originates from the pioneering 
work of Cleary [4] and BNR-Prolog [29]. It was further investigated in CLP(BNR) 
[2], where real, integer, and Boolean constraints were considered. More recently, the 
constraint programming language Newton [l, 341 showed that techniques from numer- 
ical analysis and artificial intelligence [19,21] can be combined in a CLP language to 
support state-of-the-art algorithms [33]. 
CLP languages based on intervals offer a number of attractive features. The devel- 
opment time of interesting applications is generally small due to the availability of the 
constraint solver, the nondeterminism of the language which makes it easy to implement 
branch and prune algorithms, and the symbolic nature of the language which makes 
it easy to construct and preprocess the constraints. However, CLP languages can still 
be far from the original statements used by scientists and engineers to describe these 
applications. For instance, recursive predicates must be defined to generate the problem 
constraints and data structures must be built to represent sets and arrays of variables 
and constants. These mundane activities prevent CLP languages from being accessible 
to users who are not computer scientists or not familiar with logic programming. 
This limitation can be addressed by building a modeling language on top of CLP 
languages. Modeling languages (e.g. GAMS [3], AMPL [6], LINDO) have been the topic of 
much investigation in the mathematical programming community in the last 15 years, 
since they are convenient front-ends for linear programming and sometimes nonlinear 
programming; see [5] for an early overview of these languages and their advantages. 
Modeling languages are attractive tools because they make it possible to write problem 
statements that are almost identical to mathematical descriptions of the applications. 
These high-level declarative statements are then converted into a description of a set of 
constraints that is used by some linear programming or nonlinear programming solver. 
We take this approach in this paper and we describe the design and implementation 
of Helios, a modeling language for global optimization which serves as a front-end 
for the CLP language Newton. As a consequence, Helios enables users to state global 
optimization problems using traditional notations from textbooks and scientific papers. 
These statements are then translated into Newton programs which, when executed, 
solve the original Helios statements. 
From a design standpoint, Helios was inspired by the modeling language AMPL 
[6] and it contains features such as ranges, sets, constants, functions, and aggregation 
operators which are also present in [6]. However, it differs from AMPL, and other 
modeling languages we are aware of, on a number of important points. 
Perhaps the most important novelty in Helios is its sound semantic foundation. 
Traditionally, the semantic of modeling languages is presented informally by means of 
examples without reference to a constraint solver. Although this is probably appropri- 
ate for linear programming, it is not fully satisfactory for global optimization. If the 
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specification of the underlying solver is not given, the nature of application domain 
and the fact that nonlinear solvers have fundamentally different functionalities make it 
impossible for users to interpret the results. Indeed, some solvers may give incorrect 
results on constraint-solving examples or they may converge to a local minimum for a 
minimization problem or to a point that is not even optimal in any sense. In Helios, 
this limitation is addressed by providing a set of minimal requirements that any im- 
plementation should address. These requirements give a precise meaning to the results 
and some useful information on the modeling issues. In addition, we show that any 
implementation satisfying these requirements has some nice soundness and complete- 
ness properties. As a consequence, Helios becomes independent from its underlying 
solver, not only at the syntactic level, but also at the semantic level. 
A second novelty, which is a consequence of our sound foundation, is the output of 
an Helios statement. Contrary to other modeling languages that we are aware of, the 
output of Helios is a set of solution-boxes which associates a small interval with each 
variable of the statement. These solution-boxes are guaranteed to contain all solutions 
(resp. global optima) for constraint-solving (resp. optimization) problems and, in many 
cases, Helios is also capable of proving the existence of solutions in these boxes. In 
contrast, AMPL returns values for the variables and does not provide any guarantee on 
nonlinear programs. Helios also contains new modeling concepts such as the notions 
of soft constraints and new environmental tools for monitoring the computation. 
From an implementation standpoint, our current implementation takes the somewhat 
unusual step of generating Newton programs which, when executed, solve the origi- 
nal statements. Informally speaking, the resulting Newton program queries the user for 
some input values, builds data structures for constants, variables, functions, ranges, and 
sets, produces a set of primitive constraints, and solve these constraints using a branch 
and prune algorithm. This approach has the advantage of simplifying the implementa- 
tion of Helios, while inducing only a negligible overhead over Newton. The reduction 
in development time comes from the support for memory management, nondeterminism, 
symbolic manipulation, and constraint solving in Helios. The small overhead comes 
from the fact that the compilation process is linear in the size of the statement, while 
the constraint generation step is linear in the size of the constraint system generated 
for reasonable statements (i.e., statements using all objects they declare). 
The contributions of this paper can thus be summarized as follows: 
1. It presents Helios, the first (to our knowledge) modeling language for global 
optimization using interval analysis. Altough Helios contains many features from ex- 
isting modeling languages, it differs from them by its sound semantic foundation and 
its guarantees on the soundness and completeness of its results. 
2. It indicates that Helios can be compiled into Newton programs which, when 
executed, exhibit a performance comparable to direct programming in Newton and 
thus to state-of-the-art interval and continuation methods. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a gentle and informal 
presentation of Helios. Section 3 describes the semantics of Helios formally 
and prove various soundness and completeness properties. Section 4 describes the 
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implementation of Helios and justifies formally why Helios induces a marginal over- 
head over Newton in general. Section 5 reports some experimental results of Helios. 
Section 6 discusses related work, while Section 7 concludes the paper. 
2. A tour of Helios 
This section presents a gentle introduction to Helios through a number of examples. 
It contains an informal description of the syntax, the functionality, and the performance 
of Helios on a number of well-known problems. 
2.1. Getting started 
As mentioned previously, Helios is a modeling language which enables nonlinear 
statements to be stated almost as in textbooks and scientific papers. Let us start by 
solving some conceptually easy nonlinear problems in Helios. Consider the problem 
of finding all roots of the function 
x4-12x3+47x2-60x+24 
in the interval [0, 108]. This problem can be modeled in Helios as follows: 
Variable : 
x in [O..le81; 
Body : 
solve system all 
EQ: x-4 - 12 * x-3 + 47 * x-2 - 60 * x + 24 = 0; 
The variable section declares a variable x whose range is [0, lo*]. The body section 
contains the keywords solve system to specify that a system of constraints must 
be solved. The keyword all indicates that all solutions must be found. If only one 
solution is desired, the keyword one must be used instead. The next line specifies the 
constraint of the problem. The constraint is preceded by its name (in this case EQ) for 
reasons that will become clear later on. 
The output of Helios for a nonlinear problem is a solution-box, i.e., the association 
of a small interval with each of the problem variables. Helios guarantees (modulo 
implementation errors) that all solutions are located in the solution-boxes. For in- 
stance, the execution of Helios on the above problem produces the following solution- 
boxes: 
Solution: 1 [SAFE] 
----_------- 
x = [0.88830577907174 , 0.888305779071761 
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Solution: 2 [SAFE] 
_--------_-- 
x = [0.99999999999999 , 1.000000000000011 
Helios thus guarantees that all roots of the function 
x 4 - 12x3 +47x2 -60x+24 
are in the above intervals. The annotation SAFE means that there exists a solution in 
the given solution-box. Helios proves existence of solutions numerically. For some 
problems, this guarantee cannot be obtained, in which case the annotation POSSIBLE 
is returned. The compilation time for this example is 0.07 s and the execution time is 
0.29 s. ’ When asked to find the roots of 
4 x - 12x3 +47x2 -60x+24.1, 
Helios does not return any (SAFE or POSSIBLE) solution-boxes, which means that the 
function has no root in the given interval. 
Consider now a multivariate problem with consists of finding the intersection of a 
circle and a parabola as specified by the equations 
x2+y* = 1, 
x2 = y. 
The problem can be stated in Helios as follows: 
Variable : 
x in [-le8. . le8] ; 
y in [-Ie8. . le81 ; 
Body : 
solve system all 
Circle: x-2 + y-2 = 1; 
Parabola: x-2 = y; 
The variable section declares variables x and y. The body section defines the two 
constraints. Helios returns the following solution-boxes for this problem: 
Solution: 1 [SAFE] 
------------ 
x = E-O.78615137775743 , -0.786151377757421 
y = 10.61803398874989 , 0.618033988749901 
’ All computation times given in this paper are on the SUN-SPARC-10 running Solaris. 
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Solution: 2 [SAFE] 
------------ 
x = lo.78615137775742 , 0.786151377757431 
y = CO.61803398874989 , 0.61803398874990] 
The compilation time for this example is 0.07 s and the execution time is 0.32 s. 
2.2. Array of variables 
The same problem can be defined in terms of arrays. Assume that the problem 
consists of finding the solution to the two equations 
x: +x; = 1, 
x; =x2. 
The closest Helios statement is as follows: 
Variable : 
x : array[l. .2] in [-le8..le81; 
Body : 
solve system all 
Circle : x[11-2 + x[21-2 = I; 
Parabola : xc11-2 = x[21; 
The variable section declares an array of two variables which is then used in the body 
section. The output of Helios on this problem is as follows: 
Solution: I [SAFE] 
------------ 
x [l] = L-O.78615137775743 , -0.786151377757421 
x [23 = [O .61803398874989 , 0.61803398874990] 
Solution: 2 [SAFE] 
-____----_-- 
x [I] = CO. 78615137775742 , 0.786151377757431 
x [23 = [O. 61803398874989 , 0.618033988749901 
The compilation time for this example is 0.7 s and the execution time is 0.32s. The 
above statement uses a l-dimensional array of variables. As we will see later on, 
Helios also supports multi-dimensional arrays. 
2.3. Generic constraints 
In nonlinear applications, it is frequent to encounter the same constraints applied to 
different sets of variables. For instance, kinematics applications often contain constraints 
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of the form 
sf +c; = I I (ldi,<6). 
These constraints can be expressed in Helios in the following way: 
Variable : 
s : arrayfl..61 in E-le8..le81; 
c : array[l. .Sl in [-le8.. le81; 
Body : 
solve system all 
trigo(i in [l..S]> : s[i]-2 + c[i3^2 = 1; 
The variable section defines two arrays of variables  and c. The body section contains 
a single generic constraint which defines 6 constraints, one for each value of i in the 
integer range [I . .61, The first constraint is obtained by replacing i by 1, while the 
sixth constraint is obtained by replacing i by 6. Of course, a real kinematics appli- 
cation will contain additional constraints. For instance, Fig. 1 describes a kinematics 
application for a six-joint robot which has 16 solutions. The compilation time is about 
0.7 s and the execution time to find all solutions is about 30 s. 
2.4. Ranges 
Ranges, i.e. finite sets of successive integers, are used in various places in an Helios 
statement to define arrays of constants and variables, to specify constraints, and to 
control aggregation operators, Explicit range declarations reduce the risk of errors and 
make it easier to modify and upgrade the statements. Ranges are declared in Belies in 
the range section. With this additional feature, the partial statement of the kinematics 
Variable: 
s : arrayti..dl in C-leS..le81; 
c : mrapfi..Bl in [-ie8..le81; 
Body: solve system all 
trigo(i in [1..61) : s[i]-2 + Ceil-2 = 
CI : s[2]*cCSl*s[81 - sC3]*c~Sl*s~61 - 
c[z]*cCsl + cCSl*cCS] + cC41*ct’61 
c2 : cCi]*cc2l*scsl + cCil*cE3l*sm + 
c3 : sC2]*sC51 + sC3~*sCKl + sc41*+ac51 
c4 : cCl]*cE2l + cCll*cC3l + cEll*cE41 
c5 : sE13*cE21 + sEll*cC3] + sc11*cc41 
__ 
sC41*cC5l*sC~l + 
= 0.4077; 
c[l]*c[4l*sc5l + scll*ccsl = 1.9115; 
= 1.9791; 
+ c[l]*c[2] + c[ll*cE31 + cEll*cC2l = 4.9616; 
+ s[I]*c[~] + sEtl*cC31 + sSll*cE23 = 1.7172; 
c,j : 5121 t s[3] + SC43 + SC21 + SC31 + SC21 = 3.9701; 
Fig. 1. A robot kinematics application in Helios. 
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application becomes 
Range :
idx = [l. .S] ; 
Variable : 
s : array[idxl in C-le8.. le81; 
c : array[idx] in [-le8. .le81; 
Body : 
solve system all 
trigo(i in idx) : s[i]*2 + c[il^2 = 1; 
The range section defines a range idx which stands for Cl. .61. This range is used 
subsequently to define the two arrays of variables and the generic constraint in a concise 
way. 
2.5. Input parameters 
Some kinematics applications are based on models which are parametrized by the 
number of joints in the robots. The availability of arrays and generic constraints opens 
the possibility to define statements hat are generic as well. To support hese generic 
statements, Helios includes the concept of input parameters. Consider the Helios 
statement 
Input : 
int N : “Number of Joints: ‘I; 
Range :
idx = Cl. .N] ; 
Variable : 
s : array[idx] in C-1. . 11; 
c : array [idx] in c-1. . 11 ; 
Body : 
solve system all 
trigo(i in idx) : sEiJ^2 + cEil^2 = 1; 
The execution of this statement queries users with the message Number of Joints: to 
obtain the value N which is then used to define the ranges, variables, and constraints 
of the problem. 
Helios statements often contain integer and real numbers. It is good practice in 
general to isolate them in some specific part of the statement. This reduces the risk 
of errors and makes it easier to modify the statement subsequently. Helios supports 
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this practice through its constant section. Consider, for instance, the following 
from neurophysiology: 
X: +x: = 1, 
X2 +x2 = 1 2 4 2 
x,x; + xgx; = 5.1, 
xgx; + xgx; = 4.3, 
X,X,$ +x&2 = 3.1, 
xsx; * x3 + x&4 = 2.3. 
This is a possible Helios statement for this problem. 
11 
problem 
constant: 
real Cl = 5.1; 
real C2 = 4.3; 
real C3 = 3.1; 
real C4 = 2.3; 
Variable : 
x : array[I..6] in [-IeI..IeIl; 
Body : 
solve system all 
Cons1 : x[I]-2 + x[31-2 = I; 
cons2 : x[23-2 + x[4]-2 = I; 
Cons3 : x[5] * x[33-3 + xc61 * x[41-3 = Cl; 
Cons4 : x[5] * x[Il-3 + x[61 * x[21-3 = C2; 
Cons5 : x[5] * x[I] * x[3]-2 + xc61 * xC41-2 * x[21 = C3; 
Cons6 : x[5] * x[I]-2 * x[31 + x[61 * x[21-2 * xc41 = C4; 
The constant section describes four constants that are then used in the body section. 
The compilation time for this example is about 0.4 s and the execution time is about 
0.4s. Another way to express the same problem in Helios consists of using an array 
of constants. 
Constant: 
real C = array[I..4] = [5.1,4.3,3.1,2.31 ; 
Variable : 
x : array[I. .S] in [-Iel. .IeIl; 
Body: 
solve system all 
Cons1 : x[Il^2 
Cons2 : x[21^2 
Cons3 : x[51 * 
+ x[3]-2 = I; 
+ x[4]-2 = I; 
x[3]-3 + x[S] * x[41-3 = C[I]; 
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Cons4 : x[5] * x[13-3 + x[61 * XIX-3 = C[21; 
Cons5 : x[5] Z+ x[l] * x[3]-2 + x[61 * xC41-2 * x[21 = C[3]; 
Cons6 : x[5] * x[1]-2 * x[3] + xc61 * x[21-2 * xc41 = C[41; 
Here the constant section defines an array of four constants with values 5.1, 4.3, 3.1, 
and 2.3. Arrays of constants are accessed in the traditional way. Helios supports other 
ways to initialize arrays of constants which will be illustrated in the next example. Note 
also that Helios supports a number of predefined constants such as rc and e. These 
will also be illustrated later in the paper. 
2.7. Aggregation operators 
Consider now a traditional problem from numerical analysis: the discretization of 
a nonlinear integral equation [24]. The objective is to find the zeros of the functions 
fk(~~, . . ,x,)( 1 <k <m) defined as follows: 
! 
(1~t~)~tj(Xj+tj+1)3+t~ 5 (1-tj)(Xj+tj+1)3 
j=l j=k+l 1 
with tj = jh and h = l/(m + 1). To express this problem concisely, Helios has a 
notation to express sums and products. In particular, expressions of the form 
sum(i in [l. .n]> a[il 
are used in Helios as equivalents of the mathematical expressions 
The MorC-Cosnard problem can then be expressed in Helios as depicted in Fig. 2. 
There are several novel features in this statement. The main novelty is the presence 
of the sum operators. These operators use a sum variable j which ranges over a set 
(e.g., [l..k]). Operators such as sum and product can be nested arbitrarily (although 
parenthesis are sometimes necessary to overrule the priority rules). The second novelty 
is the presence of the generic constant 
Constant: 
real t [j in idx] = j * h; 
which defines an array of constants t Cl1 , . . ,t [ml and initializes it to h, 2*h, . . ., 
m*h. The performance of Helios on this example is given in Fig. 3. We separate the 
compilation time, the time to generate constraints, the solving time. Note that the time 
for generating the constraints is essentially linear in the size of the constraint system. 
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Input: 
int m : “Number of variables: ” ; 
Range : 
idx = Cl..ml; 
constant: 
real h = l/(m+l); 
real t[j in idx] = 
Variable: 
x : array Cidxl in 
Body : 
solve system all 
f(k in idx): 
j * h; 
C-198. .O] ; 
o = x[kl + 0.5 * h * I: 
(1 - e[k]) * f%m(j in [l..kl) t[jl*(x[jl + ttj] + 11-3) + 
t[k] * (Sum(j in [k+l..nl) fl-tEjl)*(xCjl + tEj1 + 1)-3)1; 
Fig. 2. The Mo&Cosnard Problem in Helios. 
R n2 Compilation Time (ms) Generation Time Solving Time (ms) Growth Factor 
5 25 100 210 1310 
7 49 100 250 2700 2.06 
10 100 100 250 7970 2.95 
14 196 100 350 22180 2.78 
20 400 100 530 73270 3.30 
28 784 100 790 233180 3.18 
40 1600 100 1450 864780 3.70 
Fig. 3. Performance results of Belies on Mor&Cosnard Problem. 
2.8. Functions 
2.9. Unconstrained optimization 
So far, we have only considered the solution of nonlinear systems of constraints. 
Helios also supports unconstrained optimization, i.e. the minimization or maximiza- 
tion of nonlinear functions. In Helios, an unconstrained optimization problem is trans- 
formed into a constraint-solving problem by enforcing some necessary conditions of 
the optima. In particular, the derivatives of the function with respect to all variables 
must be equal to zero and the cost of any candidate solution must not be worse than 
any previously found value. 
The result returned by Helios for unconstrained optimization problems is a set of 
solution-boxes that contain all global optima in the initial range of the variables. 2 
Helios also returns an interval enclosing the value of the global optima. 
It is impo~ant to stress that Helios actually returns and bounds the global optima. 
It is a global search method, not a local search method. As a consequence, Helios 
’ Helios assumes that there exists at least one global solution in the initial range of the variables. The result 
is undefined otherwise. 
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guarantees that global optima cannot lie outside the solution-boxes returned. Consider 
the problem of minimizing the function 
in the box [-IO, lo] x [-IO, lo]. This problem is known as the Beale problem and it 
can be stated in Helios in the following way: 
Range : 
idx = [1..2]; 
Variable : 
x : arrayridxl in [-IO.. IO] ; 
Body: 
minimize 
(1.5-x[11*( l-x[2]>)-2+(2.25-x[l]*( I-x[23-2 >> -2+ 
(2.625-x[l]*(l-x[2]-3))'2; 
The output of Helios for this problem (which has a single global minimum) is as 
follows: 
Global Bound 
------------- 
[-0.00000000000000 , 0.000000000000011 
Solution: 1 [SAFE] 
___--_--_--- 
X[I] = [2.99999999985663 , 3.00000000014339] 
x[2] = [0.49999999997889 , 0.500000000021~1] 
The interval depicted below Global Bound encloses the value of the global minimum. 
The rest of the display shows the solution-box. Helios also displays upper bounds as 
they are found in the implementation, although this is not shown in the above example. 
Another interesting application from [IS] is the minimization of the function 
n-1 
f(x1 ,...,&) = 10 sin(xyi)2 +(vn - l)‘+ C(yi - l)‘(l + 10 Sin(Zyi+i)2). 
i=l 
For n = 10, the function has 10” local minima but a single global minimum. Fig. 4 
depicts the Helios statement which involves several of the features of the languages: 
input constant, minimization, function, and summation. In addition, it uses a trigonometic 
function (i.e., sin) and a predefined constant pi. Helios seems to be essentially 
quadratic in the number of variables on this problem as shown in Fig. 5. 
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Input : 
int n : “Number of variables”; 
Range : 
idx = Cl. .n] ; 
Variable: 
x : array[idx] in [-IO. . lo] ; 
Function: 
y(i in idx) = 1 + 0.25 + (x[i]-1); 
Body : 
minimize 
IO * sin(pi*y(l))^2 + (y(n) - l)-2 + 
Sum(i in [i. .n-11) 
(y(i) -l)-2 * (1 + 10 * sin(pi*y(i+l))-2); 
Fig. 4. Unconstrained optimization in Helios: Problem Levy 5. 
n 1 Compilation Time (s) [ t 
51 0.07 I 
10 0.07 
20 0.07 
40 0.07 
80 0.07 
Zeneration Time (s) Running Time (s) Growth Factor 
=ij=ygq 
0.33 1 216.49 1 3.95 j 
Fig. 5. Performance results of Helios on Problem Levy 5 
2.10. Constrained optimization 
Helios also supports the solving of constrained optimization problems, i.e., the 
minimization or maximization of a (nonlinear) function subject to a set of (nonlinear) 
constraints. Once again, the basic idea is to transform the optimization problem into 
a constraint-solving problem by imposing necessary conditions satisfied by all global 
optima. In particular, Helios applies the “so-called” Fritz-John conditions (a general- 
ization of the Kuhn-Tucker necessary conditions for optimality) and the requirement 
that any candidate solution should not be worse than any previously found solution. 
Helios is guaranteed to return all global optima and an interval enclosing the value 
of the objective function for these optima. It is thus a global search method as was 
already the case for unconstrained optimization: 
minimize -x1 
subject to 
3 
Xl -X2 +x$0 
x: -Q-&O 
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x: -x2 +.+0.1 
x:-x2 -x;,<o.1 
-4<Xi<4 (1 <i<4) 
can be stated in Helios as 
Variable : 
x : array[l. .41 in [-4. .4]; 
Body: 
minimize 
- xr11 
subject to 
eql: x[ll-3 - x[2l + x[31-2 >= 0; 
eq2: x[il-2 - xC2l - x[41-2 >= 0; 
eql: xCll^3 - x[2l + x[31-2 <= 0.1; 
eq2: x[ll-2 - x[2l - x[41-2 <= 0.1; 
Helios returns the solution 
Solution: I 
------------ 
x[l] = [I.08495290355817 , 1.084952903591801 
xc21 = [I.17712280289355 , 1.177122803012271 
x[31 = [-0.00000000000001 , 0.000000000006211 
x[41 = [-0.00000000000001 , 0.000000000000011 
on this problem, isolating the global minimum. The compilation time is about 0.4 s, 
while the execution time is about 0.4s. 
2. I I. Soft constraints 
In many applications, some particular properties of the problem or of its solutions 
can be stated in terms of constraints. A typical example is the use of constraints 
to remove symmetries by imposing an ordering on some variables. These constraints 
could be added directly to the Helios statement. Unfortunately, they may sometimes 
interfere with the ability of Helios to prove existence of solutions. To remove this 
limitation, Helios supports the concept of soft constraints. Soft constraints behave in 
essentially the same way as standard constraints, except that they are ignored when 
proving existence of solutions. This distinction captures the special nature of these 
“redundant” constraints. Consider, for instance, the statement from neurophysiology 
that we have seen before. 
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Variable : 
x: array[1..61 in C-lO..lOl; 
Body : 
solve system all 
Cl : x[l]-2 + x[31-2 = 1; 
c2 : x[2]-2 + x[4]-2 = 1; 
c3 : x[5] * x[3]-3 + x[61 * x[41”3 = 5; 
c4 : x[5] * x[i]-3 + x[61 * x[2]-3 = 4; 
c5 : x[5] * x[l] * x[3]-2 + x[61 * XL-41-2 * xb1 = 3; 
C6: x[5] * x[l]-2 * xc33 + x[61 * x[21-2 * X[41 = 2; 
It is easy to see that, if (v,, . . , ug) is a solution, so is (01, us, v4, v3,vg, vg). As a con- 
sequence, adding the constraint x[ll <= x[21 will remove some symmetries in the 
problem, while not affecting our ability to find the solutions. The Helios statement 
implementing this idea is as follows: 
Variable : 
x: array[l. .6] in C-10. .lO]; 
Body : 
solve system all 
Cl : x[l]-2 + x[3]-2 = 1; 
c2 : x[2]-2 + x[41-2 = 1; 
c3 : x[5] * x[3]-3 + x[61 * x[41-3 = 5; 
c4 : x[5] * x[l]-3 + x[61 * x[21-3 = 4; 
c5 : x[5] * x[l] * x[3]-2 + x[61 * x[41-2 * x[21 = 3; 
C6: x[5] * x[l]-2 * x[31 + xE61 * x121-2 * x[41 = 2; 
with soft constraint 
Rl : x[ll <= x121; 
Symmetries also appear in optimization problems. Consider the following statement: 
Range : 
idx = [1..2]; 
Variable : 
x : array[idx] in E-10. .I01 ; 
Body : 
minimize 
prod(k in idx) (Sum(i in [1..51) i * cos((i+l>*xCkl + i>>; 
Variables x [II and x C21 play a symmetric role in this problem. As a consequence, it 
is possible to add the constraint x [I1 <= x [21 without affecting our ability to find a 
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global minimum. The statement simply becomes: 
Range: 
idx = [1..21; 
Variable: 
x : array[idx] in [-lO..lO]; 
Body: 
minimize 
Prod(k in idx) (Sum(i in [1..5]) i * cos((i+l)*x[kl + i>) 
with soft constraint 
R: xc11 <= xc21; 
2.12. Pragmas 
Helios also contains a number of pragmas which can be used to control the execu- 
tion of the underlying constraint-solving algorithm. These pragmas are not fundamental 
to the efficiency of Helios in general and are almost never used in our benchmarks. 
The only two of them used in our benchmarks are the precision and the split 
pragmas. 
The pragma precision controls the width of the solution-box. For instance, the 
statement 
Pragma: 
precision = le-6; 
Range: 
idx = [1..21; 
Variable: 
x : array[idx] in [-lO..lOl; 
Body: 
minimize 
Prod(k in idx) (Sum(i in 
with soft constraint 
R: x[ll <= xc21; 
[1..51) i * cos((i+l>*xCkl + i>> 
specifies that the solution-box should be smaller in width than le-6. The default value 
of this pragma is le-8. It is used when a certain width is requested by the prob- 
lem statement or to overwrite the default to improve our ability to obtain proofs of 
existence. 
The pragma split specifies the heuristics used to split a box in the branch and 
prune algorithm used in the implementation. The default is round robin which is almost 
always the best strategy for our set of benchmarks. The default can be overwritten by 
specifying largest first to select the largest box as the next box to split. In general, 
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this strategy is outperformed by round robin. Note that both strategies are standard in 
interval analysis. 
2.13. Display 
The display section describes the output of Helios. By default, Helios returns the 
list of solution-boxes and each solution-box associates an interval with each problem 
variable. In addition, in optimization problems, Helios displays an interval bounding 
the global optima. The display section enables to overwrite this default. In particular, 
it make it possible to specify 
l which variables to display; 
a which constraint to display; 
l whether to display the value of the objective function on each solution-box in opti- 
mization problems. 
By specifying a subset of the variables, it is possible to visualize only those variables 
of interest. This is valuable whenever the additional variables have been introduced 
to factorize some expressions in the hope of improving efficiency. For instance, the 
kinematics example presented previously could be written as 
Range : 
idx = [I.. 121 ; 
Variable : 
x : array [idx] in [-le8. . le81 ; 
a : array[l..41 in [-le8..le81; 
Body : 
solve system all 
trigo(i in [1..61): x[2*i-11-2 + x12 * i1-2 = 1; 
tl: a[11 = x[41 + xc61 + x181; 
t2: a[21 = x[31 + x[51 + xL71; 
t3: aC31 = x[41 + x[61 + xL81; 
t4: a[41 = 3 * x[41 + 2 * x[61 + xC81; 
cl: xc121 * a[11 - (~[I01 * x[lll * a[211 = 0.4077; 
c2: x121 * x[91 * a[31 + xC11 * xClO1 = 1.9115; 
c3: x[91 * a[21 = 1.9791; 
c4: x[21 * a[41 = 4.0616; 
c5: x[11 * a[41 = 1.7172; 
c6: 3 * x[3] + 2 * xc51 + XL71 = 3.9701; 
This statement contains four new variables a El1 , . . . , a [41 which are used in factorizing 
some expressions. Obviously, the intervals associated with them is only marginally 
relevant and the display section may indicate that only the variables x are of interest. 
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The display section expressing this information 
Display: 
Variable: x; 
can be inserted just after the body section. 
Helios also supports the display of constraints for each solution. For a given 
solution-box, displaying a constraint consists of displaying the evaluation of its left- 
and right-sides over the solution-box and of computing the difference between these 
two intervals. The ability to display constraints is valuable for a number of reasons. On 
the one hand, the display may expose some numerical problems of the statement, e.g., 
the intervals resulting of the evaluation of each side may be large. This suggests that 
the problem is not numerically stable and that another modeling should be proposed. 
On the other hand, displaying constraints indicates which constraints are tight, which 
is of special interest in optimization problems. Consider the constrained optimization 
problem from [l l] depicted in Fig. 6. 
The output of Helios for this problem is as follows: 
Global Bound 
-----------_ 
[0.015619525242393,0.015619525242662] 
Variable: 
xl in CO..O.313; 
x2 in CO..O.OCS]; 
x3 in [0..0.068]; 
x4 in [0..0.042]; 
x5 in [0..0.028]; 
x6 in CO..O.O1341; 
Constant: 
bl = 4.97; 
b2 = -1.88; 
b3 = -29.08; 
b4 = -78.02; 
Body: 
minimize 
4.3 * xl t 31.8 l x2 + 63.3 * x3 t 16.8 * x4 t 68.6 z x5 t 4.7 * x6 
subject 
Cl : 
c2 : 
c3 : 
c4 : 
Display: 
to 
17.1 l xl + 38.2 * x2 t 204.2 + x3 + 212.3 + x4 t 623.4 + x5 + 
1496.5 * x6 - 169 * xi * x3 - 3680 * x3 * x5 - 3810 * x4 + x5 - 
18600 * x4 * x6 - 24300 * x5 + x6 >= bl; 
17.9 * xl + 36.8 l x2 t 113.9 * x3 + 169.7 * x4 t 337.8 t x6 + 
1385.2 * x6 - 139 * xl * x3 - 2450 * x4 * x5 - 16600 l x4 * x6 - 17200 
* x6 * x6 >= b2; 
-273 l x2 - 70 l x4 - 819 l x6 + 26000 * x4 t x5 >= b3; 
159.9 * xl - 311 + X2 + 687 * x4 t 391 * x5 + 2198 * x6 
- 14000 * xl l x6 >= b4; 
constraint: Cl,CZ,C3,C4; 
Fig. 6. Constrained optimization in Helios. 
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Solution: 1 
------------ 
21 
xl = [0.00000000000000 , 0.000000000000011 
x2 = c0.00000000000000 ) 0.000000000000011 
x3 = [0.00000000000000 , 0.000000000000011 
x4 = [0.00000000000000 ) 0.000000000000011 
x5 = [0.00000000000000 , 0.000000000000011 
x6 = [0.00332330324306 , 0.00332330324318] 
Constraints 
----------- 
cl 
c2 
c3 
c4 
: Slack -> 
LHS = [4.96999999999998 , 4.97000000017102] 
RHS = [4.96999999999999 , 4.97000000000001] 
EPS = [-0.00000000000002 , 0.00000000017102] 
: Slack -> 
LHS = c4.60343965229019 , 4.603439652448611 
RHS = [-1.88000000000001 , -1.879999999999991 
EPS = t-6.48343965229019 , 6.483439652448611 
: Slack -> 
LHS = [-0.00000000000001 , 0.000000000000011 
RHS = [-29.08000000000001 , -29.079999999999991 
EPS = [29.07999999999999 , 29.080000000000011 
: Slack -> 
LHS = E7.30462052825141 , 7.304620528502781 
RHS = [-78.02000000000002 , -78.019999999999991 
EPS = C85.32462052825140 , 85.324620528502801 
The display indicates that the first constraint is most probably tight while the remain- 
ing ones are not. Note also that there is no evidence that the problem is unstable 
numerically. 
Finally, it may be useful in optimization problems to evaluate the objective function 
on each of the solution-boxes. Once again, this gives some indication of the precision 
of the solution and its numerical reliability. For instance, the unconstrained optimization 
Helios statement 
Pragma: 
precision = le-6; 
Range: 
idx = [1..2]; 
Variable: 
x : array[idx] in [-lO..lO]; 
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Body : 
minimize 
Prod(k in idx) (Sum(i in El. .51) i * cos( (i+i)*x[kl + i>> ; 
Display : 
function; 
produces the following display: 
Global Bound: 
--_---------- 
[-186.730920708520956, -186.7308966622549641 
Solution: 1 
--_--------- 
x [II = co. 00000000000000 , 0.000000000000001 
x [23 = [-I .42512843108909 , -1.425128426776091 
Objective Value: [-186.73092070852096 , -186.730896662254931 
Note also that Helios contains some vocabulary 
execution. The facilities enable users to debug the 
their statements. 
for describing how to monitor the 
correctness and the performance of 
2.14. Scoping rules 
To complete the description of Helios, it is necessary to specify the scoping rules 
of the language. These rules specify when an identifier is defined and which object it 
refers to. For instance, in a statement such as 
Constant : 
int n = 3; 
Variable : 
x : array[l. .21 in C-10,101 ; 
Body : 
solve system 
c: Sum(n in [1..21) n + xCn1 = 3; 
c: Prod(n in [1..2]) (n - x[nl> = 3; 
it is important to specify which object the identifier n refers to in the expression 
n + xCn1. 
The scoping rules are given in three steps. First, the various scopes of Helios 
are described. Second, the visibility of each identifier is specified. Finally, the scope- 
resolution algorithm is described. Note that these scoping rules implement automatically 
our convention that an identifier must be defined before being used. 
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The various scopes appearing in an Helios statement are as follows: 
l The outermost scope, called the global scope, which will eventually contains all 
variables, constants, ranges, sets, functions, and constraints opens at the beginning 
of the statement and terminates at the end of the statement. 
l A constant, function, or set declaration opens a new scope which is closed at the 
next semi-colon. 
l A set definition opens a new scope that is closed at the definition. 
l An aggregation operator opens a new scope that is closed at the end of the expression 
it applies to. 
The following rules specify when an identifier becomes visible in a given scope. 
l Constant, range, set, variable, function, and constraint identifiers become visible in 
the global scope at the end of their declarations (i.e., the first occurrence of a semi- 
colon). 
l Index variables in generic constants, generic sets, or functions become visible in the 
innermost scope at the next equality symbol. 
l Index variables in an aggregation operator or in a constraint becomes visible in the 
innermost scope at the end of the signature containing them. 
The scope-resolution algorithm, which associates an object (if any) with an identifier, 
implements the traditional hiding rule. The identifier is first looked up in the innermost 
scope. If it is not found, the algorithm is applied recursively in the parent scope. The 
algorithm terminates unsuccessfully if it is applied in the global scope and the identifier 
is not declared in this outermost scope. 
3. The semantics of Helios 
Traditionally, the semantics of modeling language is presented informally in terms of 
examples as in the previous section. This approach is probably appropriate for modeling 
languages which serves as front-ends for linear programming given the simplicity of 
the translation process. However, this approach is much less satisfactory for global 
optimization because of the nature of global optimization (e.g., a solution may not be 
representable exactly on a computer) and the fundamentally different functionalities of 
nonlinear solvers. Indeed, some solvers may produce incorrect results on some systems 
of constraints, may converge to a local minimum in a minimization problem or even 
to a point that is not optimal in any sense. As a consequence, the semantics of the 
modeling language strongly depends on the underlying constraint solver. Without a 
specification of the solver, users have no reasonable way to interpret the results or to use 
the system properly. As a consequence, these modeling languages achieve independence 
of the language and the solver only at a syntactic level. 
In Helios, we recognize this potential problem and we describe the semantics of 
the language in a precise way. The semantics imposes certain requirements on the 
implementation, it provides users with a number of guarantees on the results of an 
Helios statement, and it helps them in formulating their statements. As a consequence, 
the semantics is a step towards independence both at the syntactic and semantic levels. 
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The rest of this section is organized as follows. Section 3.1 briefly discussed how to 
transform the Helios statement into a set of constraints. Section 3.2 describes some 
background on interval analysis. Sections 3.3-3.5 describe the semantics of constraint 
solving, unconstrained minimization, and constrained minimization, respectively. 
3.1. Translation 
The semantics of an Helios statement is given in two steps. In a first step, the 
Helios statement is transformed into a set of constraints. In a second step, the 
Helios statement is given a meaning in terms of these constraints. The translation 
of the Helios statement into a set of constraints is discussed in some detail in the 
implementation section and we will not formalize it in detail. It mainly consists of 
applying a number of rewriting rules of the form 
l replace a constant by its defining body; 
l replace a range by the set of elements it denotes; 
l replace a generic object by a set of individual objects; 
l unfold aggregate operators. 
The output of the translation is a set of constraints (possibly with an objective function 
to minimize) written in a language whose abstract syntax is specified by the following 
grammar: 
c E Constraint 
f E Function 
xi E Real Variables = {xl,. . . ,x,,} 
4 E Q U {pi) 
n EN 
c ::=f =o I f20 
f ::= 4 IXi I f + f I f - f I f X f I f” I (f > I sin(f 1 I Mf 1 I b(f > I exp(f) I s@(f) 
Note that we assume for simplicity that all constraints are written using a finite (but 
arbitrary large) set of variables {xi , . . . ,x,,}. The semantics of the language is given by 
the following semantic functions whose signatures are 
YC : Constraint + $2” + Bool 
9” : Function + 97’ -+ !T? 
and whose semantic equations are specified as follows: 
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,yf bill = At. 71 
~~flI~ill = id. tl; 
:qufl + f2n = 3-t. ~fmnt + quf2nt 
qw -.f2n = 2.t. c~fuflnt- quf2nt 
cqufl xf2n = it. cquflnt x csPfuf2nt 
mm = it. (q[rfjjt) 
ruium = 3.t. qufnt 
rmw)n = At. g(Yf [f]t) with g E {sin, cos, exp, log, sqrt} 
where, given a tuple t = (1-1,. . , r,), tli denotes element ri (1~ i <n). In the following, 
we often abuse notation and use f (resp. c) to denote Y”[TfI] (resp. .Y,[rc] ) and 
vice versa. However, the meaning should be clear from the context. 
It is useful at this point to emphasize that the way constraints are written may have 
a significant impact on the efficiency and accuracy of Helios. This is the main reason 
for formalizing the language in which constraints are written. 
3.2. Interval arithmetic 
We now turn to some basic notions of interval arithmetic that are necessary to define 
the semantics of Helios. We consider !Rm = !R U {-co, cm} the set of real numbers 
extended with the two infinity symbols and the natural extension of the relation < to 
this set. We also consider a finite subset B of 9F containing -co,co,O. In practice, 
9 corresponds to the floating-point numbers used in the implementation. 
Definition 1 (Interval). An interval [a,b] with a, b E 9 is the set of real numbers 
{r E R / a<r<b}. 
The set of intervals is denoted by 9 and is ordered by set inclusion. 
Definition 2 (Approximation). Let S be a subset of 8. The approximation of S, de- 
noted by 3 or q S, is the smallest interval I such that S C Z. We often write i: instead 
of {r} for r E 32. 
In the following, we denote real numbers by the letters r, v, F-numbers by the 
letters a, b, l,m, u, intervals by the letter I, real functions by the letters f,g interval 
functions the letters F, G, relations over the reals by the letter c, and interval relations 
by the letter C, all possibly subscripted. We use a+ (resp. a-) to denote the smallest 
(resp. largest) F-number strictly greater (resp. smaller) than the F-number a. To 
capture outward rounding, we use [rj (resp. LrJ) to return the smallest (resp. largest) 
F-number greater (resp. smaller) or equal to the real number r. We also use I’ to 
denote a box (Ii,. . . ,I,) and r’ to denote a tuple (rl,. . . , m). Note that a tuple of n 
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intervals denotes a set of n-dimensional points. A canonical interval is an interval of 
the form [I, I] or of the form [1, I+]. A canonical box is a tuple of canonical intervals 
and we denote by K(j) all the canonical boxes in I’. Finally, we use the following 
notations. 
Zeft([l,u]) = 1 
right([l,u]) = 24 
center([l,u]) = I(1 + u)/2j when I # --oo and u # co. 
The fundamental concept of interval arithmetic is the notion of interval extension. 
Definition 3 (Interval extension). F : 9” + 9 is an interval extension off : SR” + R 
if 
V~Y’:?E~~~(~)EF(~). 
An interval relation C : P + Boo1 is an interval extension of a relation c : 32” + Boo1 
if 
Example 1. The interval function @ defined as 
bl,hl @ b2,b21 = [la1 + a2l, PI + b211 
is an interval extension of addition of real numbers. The interval relation z defined as 
II =z2 * (z1nz2#0) 
is an interval extension of the equality relation on real numbers. 
It is important to stress that a real function (resp.) can be extended in many ways. 
For instance, the interval function @ is the most precise interval extension of addition 
(i.e., it returns the smallest possible interval containing all real results) while a function 
always returning [-co,co] would be the least accurate. It is useful to formalize this 
concept of optimality precisely. 
Definition 4 (Optimal interval extensions). The optimal interval extension of : Y’ + 
9 of a function extension of f : 32" + 82 is defined as follows: 
of@) = o{f(?) 1 r’E f}. 
The optimal interval relation oc : F + Boo1 of a relation c : 32” + Boo1 is defined 
as follows: 
oc = (7 ( lrlc#0}. 
The above definitions can be generalized to partial functions (e.g. [28]). 
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Definition 5 (Interval extension of partial functions). F : .P ---f .f is an interval ex- 
tension of ,f : D C !P + R if 
(1) VfEn: r’E7* f(r’)EF(7), 
(2) VT q! D : F(j) = [--3o,m]. 
An interval relation C : 9” --) Boo1 is an interval extension of a relation c : DC P + 
Boo1 if 
VT E D : [YE 7 c(7)] =+ C(f), 
VT 4_ D : C(I). 
In the following, we assume fixed interval extensions for the basic real operators (for 
instance, the interval extension of + is defined by 6~) and the basic real relations =, 3. 
In addition, we overload the real symbols and use them for their interval extensions. 
We also assume that interval functions and interval relations are defined using a similar 
abstract syntax and semantics except that real variables (i.e., xi) are replaced by interval 
variables (i.e., X;) and rational numbers by intervals. We use CONSTRAINT and 
FUNCTION to denote the set of interval constraints and functions. 
Given the interval extensions for the basic operators, it is easy to obtain interval 
extensions for the constraints of the language. The simplest extension of a function 
(resp. of a constraint) is its natural interval extension. Informally speaking, it consists 
of replacing each number by the smallest interval enclosing it, each real variable by 
an interval variable, each real operation by its fixed interval extension and each real 
relation by its fixed interval extension. In the following, if f (resp. c) is a real function 
(resp. constraint), we denote by f (resp. 2) its natural extension. 
Example 2 (Natural interval extension). The natural interval extension of the function 
XI (~2 + x3) is the interval function Xi (X2 +X3). The natural interval extension of the 
constraint XI (x2 + x3 ) = 0 is the interval constraint Xi (X2 + Xs ) z 0. 
The advantage of this extension is that it preserves the way constraints are written and 
hence users of the system can choose constraint representations particularly appropriate 
for the problem at hand. Formally, it can be defined as follows. 
Definition 6 (Natural interval extension). The natural interval extension of a constraint 
c, denoted by 2 and of signature G : Constraint + CONSTRAINT is defined induc- 
tively as follows: 
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m =xj 
ufl-Tf2n =urn + un 
a.63n = um -un - h - 
ufl x fzn = ufd x uf2n 
UT?1 = cus‘n) 
usP)n = sm 
UGQ = u3 
~oposition 1. The natetral extension of a function f (resp. a constraint c) de~ned 
in our abstract language is an interval extension off (resp. c). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of the function. The result holds for 
the basic cases (i.e., variables and numbers). Consider now an expression of the form 
ft + fz. By induction, 
G: r’EL+fi(r’)E~(Q, 
VI: r’ E I’=+ f2(?) E S(Y) 
Since interval addition is an interval extension of real addition, we have that 
fl (r’) + .#-N) f z(r) + Zfr’) 
and the result follows. The other cases are similar. q 
Other interval extensions (e.g., centered forms} exist and have been studied exten- 
sively (e.g. (281). 
3.3. Semantics of constraint solving 
In this section, we define the semantics of constraint solving in Helios. The se- 
mantics imposes a requirement on the output of Helios to be satisfied by any imple- 
mentation but it leaves conside~ble latitude on how to enforce this requirement. The 
semantics i  defined in terms of two notions. Recall that we assume that all constraints 
are defined over variables xi,. . . ,x,, . 
Definition 7 (Interval solution and approximation). A canonical box ? is an interval 
solution to a system of constraint Y if Vc E Y : w(f). A canonical box I’ is an interval 
approximation to a system of constraint Y if Ye E Y : Z(f). In addition, we define 
S(,Y,rT;) = {ZC & 1 I’ is an interval solution of Y}, 
A(Y,&) = {IS& 1 I’ is an interval approximation of Yp). 
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Proposition 2. Let Y be a system of constraint and 6 be a range. If F is a solution 
to ,ip in &, then there exists a box i in $(F,I$) (req. in A(Y,I$)) such that FE z 
Proof. If r’ is a solution to 9 in &, then there exists a canonical box i such that 
r’ E iC 1;. Since 7 is a solution, c(Y) holds for all c E Y and hence oc(f) and Z(i) 
hold by definition of interval extensions. cl 
Interval solutions are the best boxes that we can hope for but it may be impossible 
to obtain them in general due to numerical errors. Specifying an upper bound is also 
important, since otherwise an Helios implementation could simply return all canoni- 
cal boxes. Interval approximations are particularly appropriate as a basis for the upper 
bound, since they are easy to obtain and since they respect the way constraints are 
written. In a sense, interval approximations provides a quaiity assurance that is con- 
trolled by users. We are now in position to define the semantics of constraint solving in 
Helios. The key idea is that Helios returns a set of canonical boxes which contains 
at least all interval solutions and at most all interval approximations, 
Specification 1 (semantics of Helios for constraint sulving). Given a set Y of con- 
straints and an initial range Z; for the variables, Helios returns a set H(Y,&) of 
canonical boxes satisfying 
Note that it is not difficult to design a naive implementation of Helios: simply 
enumerate all the canonical intervals and select hose which are interval approximations. 
The algorithm is guaranteed to terminate whenever the floating-point system is finite. 
Reasonable implementations may be based on implicit enumeration and may use a 
variety of pruning techniques. For instance, traditional interval methods uses the interval 
Newton method as a pruning technique during implicit enumeration, while Newton uses 
a consistency condition called box-consistency. The following theorem indicates that 
Helios cannot miss any solution. 
Theorem 1 (Completeness of Helios). Let 27 be a set of constraints and let & be 
the initial range for the variables. If P is a solution to 9 in I;;, then there exists a 
box 7 in N(Y,I$) such that 7~ I’. 
Proof. Direct consequence of Proposition 2. cl 
3.4. semantics of unconstrained optimization 
We now turn to the semantics of unconstrained minimization in Helios. Uncon- 
strained maximization is defined in a similar way. The key notion in this context is 
the concept of interval minimum. 
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Definition 8 (Interval minimum). Let f be a function, F be an interval extension of 
f, and & be an initial range for the variables. The interval minims value of f for 
F in &, denoted by mint f, F,&), is an interval [I, u] satisfying 
An interval minimum of f for F in & is a canonical box I’C& such that 
F(T) n min(f,F,&) # 0. 
The set of interval minima of f for F in & is denoted by Smin( f, F, 4). 
The following proposition is the basis of the soundness and completeness result for 
Helios. 
Proposition 3. Let f be a function, F be an interval extension of f, and & be an 
initial range: 
1. CThe value f” =min{f(?) /PC&} belongs to m~n(f,F,~). 
2. If r’ is a global minimum, there exists an interval minimum 7 such that 7 E 17 
Proof. (1) Let r’ be a global minimum in &. There exists a canonical box I’ such 
that r’ E i’C_ &. By definition of interval extensions, Zeft(F(f)) < f *. In addition, for 
each canonical box iC &, either there exists a tuple 0’ such that f * <f(C) or f is 
undefined on 1. In both cases, f * <right(F(f)) by definition of interval extensions. 
Hence f * E min(f, F,G) by definition of min. 
(2) Let 7 be a global minimum in G. f(F) = f * and there exists a canonical 
box I’ such that r’ E I’2 6. f * E F(j) by definition of interval extensions and f* E 
min( f, F, 1;) by part (1) of this proof. It follows that i is an interval minims. q 
We are now ready to specify the semantics of Helios and its soundness and com- 
pleteness results. 
Specification 2. Let f be a function and $J be an initial range that contains at least 
one global minimum of f. Helios bounds the value of the global minima with an 
interval min( f, 6) satisfying 
min(f,of,G) cminCf,I;) cmin(f,fT&) 
and encloses the global minima with a set of canonical boxes Smin(f ,&) satisfying 
Smin(f, of, 6) C Smincf, &) & Srnindf,~ &). 
Theorem 2 (Soundness and completeness of Helios). Let f be a function and & be 
an initial range that contains at least one global minimum off: 
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1. The value f* = min{f(F) 1 r’ E &} belongs to min( f ,&). 
2. If r’ is a global mi~irn~, there exists a box f E Smin( f, 6) such that r’ E I’. 
Proof. Direct consequence of Proposition 3. Cl 
Note that the requirement that the initial range contains at least one global minima 
of the function (without range constraints) is never used. It is however useful to make 
this ass~ption to obtain faster implementations of Helios. 
3.5. Semantics of constrained optimization 
We now turn to the semantics of constrained minimization in Helios. This semantics 
is a combination of the semantics for constraint solving and ~cons~~ned optimization. 
In addition, it requires the following new notion. 
Definition 9 (Safe box). Let Y be a set of constraints. A safe box for Y is a box 
containing at least one real solution of 9. 
There are a variety of techniques for finding safe boxes nume~cally (see, for instance, 
[28] for an overview of some of them). In the following, we assume that a set of safe 
boxes is given to the system. 3
Definition 10 (Interval minimum). Let f be a function, 9 be a system of constraints, 
& be a range, and B be a set of safe boxes for Y in G and let P be the set of interval 
solutions (resp. approximations) of 9’ in 1;. The interval minimum value (resp. approx- 
imation) of f subject o 9’ in & for B is an interval [I, u], denoted by omin(f, Y,&,B) 
(resp. &&(f, 9, Ii, B)) such that 
I = mi; I~$(of(l)) (resp. I = n$lef(f^(Zj)) 
u = min right(of(~)) 
iC$s 
(resp. u = tnn; r~ght(~(~))) 
An interval minimum (resp. min-approximation) of f subject to 9’ in & for B is a 
canonical box 7 E P such that 
of(F) Cl orni~(f,~,~,~) # 8. (resp. fn((?) 17 Z(f,Y,&,B) # 0). 
We also denote by oSmin(f,F,g) (resp. S%&(f,F,6)) the set of interval minima 
(resp. min-approximations). 
Proposition 4. Let f be a fiction, Y be a system of constraints, & be a range, 3 
be a set of safe boxes for 9’ in &, and let 
f * = min{ f (r’) / r’ E & & r’ is a solution to Y}. 
3 In practice, these boxes are discovered uring execution of the algorithm. 
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We have: 
1. f” f ~min(f,~,~,B); 
2. If J is a global minimum in &, there exists a box I’ G oSmin(f ,Y,&, B) such 
that 7 E ?. 
3. f* E m&(f,Y,&,B); 
4. If r’ is a global minimum in &, there exists a box I’ E S6&( f, Y,&, B) such 
that r’ E I’. 
Proof. We only prove points 1 and 2. The proofs for points 3 and 4 are similar. 
1. Let r’ be a global minimum in 1;. By Proposition 2, there exists an interval solution 
I’ of Y such that r’ E IC 6. By definition of interval extensions, left(of(i))< f *. In 
addition, for each safe box I’ E B, there exists a solution ii of 9 by definition of 
safe boxes and f’ <f(Z) since f* is the global minims value. By definition of 
interval extensions, f * <right(of (r’>) by definition of interval extensions. Hence f* E 
omin(f,,Y,I~,B). 
2. Let r’ be a global minimum in 6. f (?) = f * and there exists an interval solution 
I’ of 9 such that u’ E I’C &. f * E of(r) by definition of interval extensions and f* E 
omin(f, Y,&, B) by part 1 of this proof. It follows that r’ is an interval minims. 
q 
We are in a position to give the specification of Helios for constrained minimization 
and to prove its soundness and completeness. 
S~fication 3. Let f be a function, Y be a system of constraints, 5 be a range, and 
B be a set of safe boxes for Y in I;. Helios bounds the value of the global minima 
with an interval min(f, Y, I$, B) satisfying 
omin(f,Y,&,B)Cmin(f,Y,~,B)~~(f,f?l~) 
and encloses the global minima with a set of canonical boxes Smin(f, &“,I;, B) satis- 
fying 
Theorem 3 (Soundness and completeness of Helios). Let f be a unction, Y be a 
system of constraints, G be a range, B be a set of safe boxes for Y in 4, and let 
f * = min{f (7) 1 r’E & & r’ is a solution to 9). 
I. f* E min(f,~,~,~). 
2. Zf r’ is a global minimum, there exists a box I” E Smin(f, Y,&, B) such that 
r’E r7 
Proof. Direct consequence of Proposition 4. q 
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3.6. Pragmatic.5 
The above desc~ption assumes that results must be of maximal precision. In practice, 
it may not be necessary to reach this accuracy and, as mentioned previously, Helios 
allows users to specify the size of the solution-boxes. In this case, the semantics remains 
the same, except hat canonical boxes becomes boxes of the required precision. Another 
useful convention is also to allow Helios to return safe boxes whenever they are found, 
even if the required precision is not obtained. It is easy to generalize the semantics to 
include this functionality. 
4. The implementation of Helios 
The purpose of this section is to sketch the implementation of Helios using 
Newton, a constraint logic programming language over nonlinear constraints. The key 
idea behind the implementation is to generate a Newton program which, when executed, 
returns the results of Helios statement. 
A complete description of Newton is available in [34]. However, for the purpose of 
this paper, it is almost always su~~ient to view Newton as Prolog enhanced with a 
number of predefined predicates for solving nonlinear constraints and for optimizing 
an objective function subject o a system of constraints. In other words, the constraint- 
solving aspects of Newton are encapsulated in predicates of the form solveSys- 
tem(Constrai.nts) and minimize(Function,Constraints). 4 The implementation 
of these predicates is based on a branch and prune algo~thm described in [33] which 
is an implementation of the semantics of Helios using the concept of box-consistency 
to prune the search space. 
Because of the functionalities of Newton, the main task of the implementation is the 
translation described in Section 3.1. This translation is performed in two steps: 
1. The Helios statement is parsed and a Newton program is generated. 
2. The Newton program is executed, it generates a set of constraints, and solves 
them using one of the predefined predicates. 
This approach to the implementation of Newton has a number of benefits. First, the 
symbolic nature of constraint logic programming makes the generation of constraints 
reasonably easy, since memory management issues are abstracted away. Second, the 
support of Newton for constraint solving and nondete~inism simplifies the imple- 
mentation of the solver substantially. Finally, the overall implementation is efficient 
since the generation of constraints is proportional to the size of the constraint system 
generated (for reasonable Helios statements). 
The rest of this section focuses some of the code generation aspects, since it is 
somewhat non-standard to generate code in such a high-level language. More details 
on the implementation can be found in the technical report version of this paper. 
4 The actual predicates are more complex, since they take more parameters and return some output values. 
For readability, we use the simplified forms in this section. 
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4.1. Overview of code generation 
Fig. 7 presents the top-level part of the code generated by the Helios compiler. 
Executing predicate top solves the problem described by the corresponding Helios 
statement. The body of the clause creates a number of arrays to store the constants, 
functions, and variables of the Helios statement. There is also an array Scope that is 
used to implement generic constants, functions, and constraints as well as the product 
and sum operators. All these arrays are collected in a single data structure, the environ- 
ment, which is used by all other parts of the generated program. The remaining goals 
in the body of top (except the last one which calls the constraint solver) correspond 
to the code generated for the various Helios sections: the input, constant, variable, 
function, and body sections. The rest of this section studies some of these goals in 
some detail. 
A Note on Notation. The Newton code generated by the compiler often contains 
compiler constants which depends on the particular Helios statement being compiled. 
For instance, each name in Helios is associated with a natural number which represents 
an index in an array. We take the convention of depicting these compiler constants in 
italics to improve readibility. The top-level of the code depicted in Fig. 7 illustrates 
this already. For instance, nbvariable is a compiler constant representing the number 
of variables in the Helios statement. We also assume the existence of a number of 
library functions on arrays. In particular, createArray(A, Size) creates an array A 
with Size elements, get (A, I, V> returns in V the element A [II, and put (A, I, V) sets 
the value of A[11 to V. 
4.2. The input section 
The compilation of the input section generates code that queries the user for the 
values of the input constants and that stores these values in the array Constant. As 
mentioned previously, the compiler (in the parsing phase) associates a natural number 
with each name in an Helios statement: this name is used as the index in the array. 
top :- 
createArray(Constant , nbconstant) , 
createArray(Function,nbfinction), 
createArray (Variable, nb Variable) , 
createArray(Scope , nblndex) , 
Global = environment(Constant,Function,Variable,Scope), 
generateInput(Clobal), 
generateConstant(Global), 
generateVariable(Global), 
generateFunction(Global), 
generateConstraints(Global,Constraints). 
solveSystem(Constraints1. 
Fig. 7. Code generation: The top-level predicate 
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Consider, for instance, the following Helios code: 
Input : 
int n : “Number of rows: I’; 
int m : “Number of columns: “; 
and assume that 0 and 1 are the natural numbers associated with n and m. The code 
generated is as follows: 
generateInput (Global) : - 
input0 (Global) . 
input0 (Global) : - 
Global = environment(Constant,Function,Variable,Scope), 
heliosReadInteger(‘Number of rows:‘,Local), 
put(Constant,O,Local), 
input 1 (Global) . 
inputi (Global) : - 
Global = environment(Constant,Function,Variable,Scope), 
heliosReadInteger(‘Number of columns:‘,Local), 
put (Constant, 1 ,Local) , 
input2 (Global). 
input2 (Global). 
Informally speaking, predicate inputs reads the value of the constant n and stores 
it in the array Constant at index 0, while predicate input, reads the value of the 
constant m and stores it in the array Constant at index 1. The two predicates are 
chained together to read the two constants. 
4.3. The constant section 
The compilation of the constant section follows the same basic idea as the code for 
the input section. The main difference is of course that the value of the constant is 
not read from the user; rather it is defined by an expression that must be evaluated. 
In addition, the constant itself can be an array or it can be generic, which compli- 
cates the compilation substantially. These details are abstracted inside predicates of the 
form 
generateConstantj(Global,Value) 
which generates the value for the jth constant. We now consider the implementation 
of this predicate for each of the three kinds of constants: individual, array, and generic. 
We assume that the constants are of type real; the same compilation process applies 
to integer constants. 
Individual constants: The value of an individual constant is a floating-point number 
resulting of the evaluation of its defining expression. The definition of generate 
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Conatantj for individual constant is as follows: 
generateConsta_ntj(Global,Result) :- 
generateExpressionk(Global,Local), 
evalReal(Local,Result). 
Predicate generateExpressionk/2 generates an expression that is then evaluated by 
evalReaU2 to produce the result. The basic idea to generate the expression Local 
is to use the syntactic tree of the Helios expression. More precisely, a predicate 
is associated with each node in the syntactic tree and the predicate combines the 
expressions of its subtrees to produce its result. The basic cases are of course numbers, 
which are returned directly, and constants, which are handled by looking up their values 
in the array Constant. The use of a symbolic language simplifies this code generation, 
since the Newton implementation handles all the memory management issues. 
Arrays: An array of constants is also assigned a single entry in the array Constant. 
Of course, the value of this entry does not represent a number but rather an array. In 
addition, multi-dimensional arrays are represented as arrays of one-dimensional arrays 
as in Pascal compilers. Fig. 8 illustrates these principles on a 3-dimensional array. The 
purpose of the generated code is thus to create and initialize this array. Consider the 
following Helios code: 
Constant : 
unit : array[l..2,1..2] = [[l,O],[O,l]]; 
Dimension 0 Dimennmion 1 Dimension 2 
I-’ Va’“e[o’o’ol 
- -b Value[0,d2 ,O] I I I I I I V~u+‘,+ 431 
Fig. 8. Constant array: An example of a 3-dimensional rray. 
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The code generated is as follows: 
generateconstant (Global) : - 
constant0 (Global) . 
constants (Global) : - 
Global = environment(Constaut,Function,Variable,Scope), 
geaerateConstanto(Global,Local), 
put (Constant, O~et~ ,Local) , 
constantl (Global). 
constant1 (Global). 
generateConsta.nto(Global,Result), 
Local, = [ dim(l,Z) , dim(l,2)], 
libBuildArray(Result,Locall), 
Local2 = C 1 , 0 1, 
Local3 = [ 0 , 1 I, 
Local4 = C Local.2 , Local3 1, 
libFillArray(Result,Local4), 
The interesting part is of course predicate generateconstanta which constructs a list 
of the dimensions and then calls the library function 1ibBuildArray to construct he 
array. The rest of the body creates the list of values in a hierarchical way and calls 
the library function 1ibFillArray to initialize the array. 
Generic constants: The compilation of generic constants follows essentially the same 
pattern as array of constants. There are however some important differences which 
complicate code generation. Consider, for instance, the Helios code 
Constant : 
fooCi in tl..nl,j in El..lOJI = i-j; 
Two main differences with an array of constants can be observed. First, the dimension 
of the array is not necessarily fixed at compile time (e.g. n may be an input parameter). 
Second, and most important, the value for each position in the array is not given, but 
rather it must be computed from the expression on the right-hand side. The general 
pattern for predicate generat&onstanti in the case of generic constants i  as follows: 
generateConstanti(Global,Result) :- 
collectj (Global ,Dim) , 
libBuildArray(Result,Dim), 
fillArrayk(Global,Result). 
Predicate colloctj is responsible for collecting the dimension of the array. Predicate 
f illArrayk is responsible for filling the array and is the most difficult part in this 
case. Filling the array is the most difficult part as mentioned, since the expression must 
be evaluated for all tuples of indices. The code generated for this step makes use of the 
array Scope. An index into this array is associated with each of the formal parameters 
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and the corresponding entry holds the current value of the parameter at any given time. 
The generated code associates a predicate with each dimension. 
For generic constants with several parameters, there are as many predicates 
f illArrayi as the number of parameters and these predicates are once again chained 
together. The evaluation of the expression takes place at the end of the chain. For 
instance, the previously shown Helios code 
Constant : 
foo[i in Cl. .n],j in Cl. .lO]I = i-j; 
uses two entries in the array Scope and requires the generation of three predicates 
fillArrayi. The evaluation of the expression takes place in fillArray2. 
4.4. Variable section 
The code generation for variables is essentially the same as the code for constants. 
The main difference is that entries in the array Variable do not hold values but rather 
free variables (that may have been constrained to take their values in some ranges). 
4.5. Function section 
The code generation for the function section once again follows closely the code 
generation for constants. The main difference is that entries in array Function do not 
contain numbers but rather expressions, since functions can contain variables. From a 
code generation standpoint, this does not introduce any complication, since it suffices 
to omit the evaluation code and to return the expression itself as the result. Consider, 
for instance, the Helios code 
Function: 
foo(i in [I. .nl,j in Cl. .41) = xCi1 + j; 
The entry co~esponding to foo in the array Function simply contains the expression 
depicted in Fig. 9. 
4.6. The body section 
The compilation of the body section is responsible for generating the code to create 
the constraints. Recall that constraints can be individual or generic as was the case 
for constants and functions. The overall pattern for code generation is based on sim- 
ilar ideas as the code for constants and functions, except that all constraints must be 
collected. The collecting process is performed efficiently using difference-lists by using 
the following general pattern to generate n constraints: 
generateConstraints(Global,Result) :- 
collecti(Global,Result) . 
collecti (Global ,Result) : - 
Global = environment(Constant,Function,Variable,Scope), 
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Fig. 9. Function: The entry in array function for function foo. 
genThis~onstraintk(Global,Reault,Tail), 
collocti+l (Global ,Tail) . 
collect,+,z (Global, Cl 1. 
It remains to describe the generation of a constraint which possibly contains references 
to arrays, constants, and variables, may call user-defined functions, and may use product 
and sum operators. The code generated obviously depends on the kind of objects 
encountered. 
I~d~~jdu~l referemes: Individual references include both individual constants and vari- 
ables. The code consists of accessing the suitable array: 
generateExpressioni(Global,Result) :- 
Global = environment(Constant,Function,Variabl.e,Name), 
get (objectclass, Off setObject, Result > .
where objectClass denotes the array Constant or the array Variable depending on 
the type of reference encountered. 
Complex references: The code for accessing a complex reference contains two steps. 
First, its expressions for the indices (or parameters) are evaluated to produce a list of 
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indices. For instance, a call to f oo (m+p,n) generates code to evaluate m+p and n to 
produce a list Cil, i21. Second, the list of indices is used to access the appropriate 
array. For instance, if [i 1, i21 is the list C5,41 and the function f oo is defined as 
previously, i.e., 
Function: 
foo(i in [l..nl,j in [I..411 = xCi.1 + j; 
this second step fetches the expression x151 + 4 from array Function. 
Aggregate operators: It remains to specify how to generate code for the aggregate 
operators sum and product. The code generation strategy is based on the unfolding 
of these operators. Consider, for instance, an expression 
2 x[i] * j. 
i=l,i#j 
This expression can be unfolded into 
x[l]*j+ k x[i]*j 
1=2,i#j 
if j # 1 and into 
5 n[i] *j 
i=2,i#j 
otherwise. This suggests the generation of a recursive predicate that makes a case 
analysis to filter the value of the index variable. 
4.7. Complexity results 
We now justify more formally why the implementation of Helios is efficient and, 
in fact, comparable in efficiency with a Newton program with the same functionality. 
The first result indicates that the generation of the Newton program is linear in the 
size of the Helios statement. 
Theorem 4. The running time of the Helios compiler is linear in the size of the 
Helios statement. 
Proof. Direct consequence of the fact that the compiler produces a constant number 
of instructions per node of the syntax tree. 0 
The second result concerns the generation of the constraints. An Helios statement 
denotes a set of constraints in our abstract language (and possibly an evaluation ftmc- 
tion). Informally speaking, the constraint generation part of the Newton program runs 
in time linear in the size of the generated constraints. However, the formal result should 
account for the fact that the statement can define generic objects that are never used 
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in the constraints, sets which fiiter all their elements, and other sin~la~ties of this 
nature. 
Theorem 5. Let A? be an Helios statement without input constants, I be the size of 
HP, R be the (integer) range of maximal size in 2, and N be the maximum number 
of range nestings in A?. The running time of constraint generation in the ~evton 
progrff~n is OMITS). 
Proof. The proof is by inspection of the various code patterns. 0 
These two results indicate that the Helios implementation is essentially comparable 
in efficiency with a program directly written in Newton, since this last program should 
generate the same set of constraints. This explains the small overhead of Helios 
compared to Newton. 
5. Ex~rimental results 
We now turn to the experimental resuhs of Helios on traditional benchmarks. We 
consider successively equation solving, unconstrained optimization, and constrained op- 
timization. 
We start with experimental resuits of Helios on a variety of standard benchmarks 
for equation solving. The benchmarks were taken from papers on numerical analysis 
[24], interval analysis [lo, 12,231, and continuation methods [35,27,26,20]. Complete 
details on the benchm~~ can be found in 133,341. We also compare Helios with 
a traditional interval method using the Hansen-Segupta’s operator, range testing, and 
branching. This method uses the same implemen~tion technology as Helios and is 
denoted by HRB in the following. 5 Finally, we compare Helios with a state-of-the-art 
continuation method [35], denoted by CONT in the following. Note that all results given 
in this section were obtained by running Helios on a Sun Spare 10 workstation to 
obtain all solutions. In addition, the final intervals must have widths smaller than 10~*. 
The results are summarized in Table 1. For each benchmark, we give the number of 
variables (v), the total degree of the system (d), 6 the initial range for the variables, 
the times in seconds to compile the Helios statement (Helios (C)), to generate the 
constraints (Helios (G)), and to solve them in Helios (Helios (S)), as well as 
5 Some interval methods uch as [9] are more sophistical than HRB but the sophistication aims at speeding 
up the computation ear a solution. Our main contribution is completely orthogonai and aims at speeding 
up the computation when far from a solution and hence comparing it to HRB is meaningful. 
6The degree of the system is the product of the degree of each equation which is the highest degree of 
product erms. 
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Table I 
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Summary of the experhentai results on equation solving 
Benchmarks t; d Range Eelios (C) H8liOS (Gf HeliosfS) HRB CONT 
Broyden 10 3’0 [--I,11 0.08 0.26 
Broyden 20 320 [-Lll 0.08 0.32 
Broyden 160 3160 [-I,11 0.11 1.34 
Broyden 160 3x60 [-lo*, lo*] 0.11 1.34 
MorB-Cosnard 20 320 L--4,51 0.11 0.34 
Morh-Cosnaxd 40 340 f-4,51 0.11 0.50 
Mor&Cosnard 40 340 [-log,o] O.fl 0.44 
il 10 3’0 [-2,21 0.14 0.08 
i2 20 320 L--1,21 0.20 0.06 
i5 10 11’0 [-I,11 0.17 0.07 
kin1 12 4608 [-lo*,lo*] 0.11 0.12 
kin2 8 256 [--lo*, 1081 0.15 0.12 
eco 4 18 [-IO%, 1081 0.09 0.13 
e.20 5 54 [-lo*, log] 0.07 0.3 1 
eco 6 162 [-108,108] 0.08 0.17 
eC0 7 486 [-lo*, 1081 0.08 0.25 
eco 8 1458 [-108,108] 0.08 0.21 
eco 9 4374 [-108,108] 0.08 0.30 
combustion 10 96 [-lo*, 1081 0.10 0.09 
chemistry 5 108 I;% lOBI 0.12 0.04 
neuro 6 1024 [-10, lo] 0.09 0.25 
neuro 6 1024 [-1000, lOOO] 0.10 0.13 
1.75 18.23 
5.20 ? 
93.70 ? 
103.53 ? 
11.47 968.25 
71.53 ? 
71.15 ? 
0.22 14.28 
0.49 1821.23 
0.25 33.58 
24.11 1630.08 
808.98 4730.34 35.61 
0.40 2.44 1.13 
2.14 29.88 5.87 
10.50 ? 50.18 
85.32 ? 991.45 
697.64 ? 
6309.49 ? 
12.83 ? 57.40 
5.71 7 56.55 
0.66 28.84 5.02 
13.92 ? 5.02 
the solving times for the other two methods. Note that the times for the continuation 
method are on a DEC 5000/200. A space in a column means that the result is not 
available for the method. A question mark means that the method does not terminate 
in a reasonable time ( > 1 h). 
It is interesting to see that the compilation and generation times are almost neg- 
ligible, showing that the cost of Helios over direct proving is really minimal 
on these benchmarks. Note that Helios solves Broyden, Morh-Cosnard, and interval 
benchmarks il , i2, i5 without backtracking (contrary to most interval methods we 
know of). 
Table 2 describes the results of Helios on unconstrained optimization. The bench- 
marks were taken mainly from [ 18,25,30,32] and, for each of them, we give the 
number of variables, the range of the variables, the time for compilation, genera- 
tion, and solving as well as the number of splits. Full details on the benchmarks can 
be found in [34]. The expe~mental results once again exhibit a number of interest- 
ing facts. First, compilation and generation times are in general negligible. Second, 
Helios is able to solve problems such as Levy5 and Levy6 in essentially linear 
time in the number of variables. Helios solves the problems Ratz25, Ratz27, and 
Table 2 
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Summary of the experimental results on unconstrained optimization 
Benchmarks ” Range Compilation Generation Solving Splits 
“m”~ 2 [-lo’, 1081 
Levy1 1 [-lo’, 10’1 
Levy2 1 [-IO, lo] 
Levy3 2 [-IO, lo] 
Levy4 2 [-10, lo] 
Levy5 3 [-10, lo] 
Levy5 5 [-10, lo] 
Levy5 10 [-10, lo] 
Levy5 20 [-10, lo] 
Levy5 40 [-IO, lo] 
Levy5 80 [-10, IO] 
Levy8 3 t-10, lo] 
Levy8 5 [-10, lo] 
Levy8 10 [-10, lo] 
Levy8 20 [-IO, lo] 
Levy8 40 [-10, lo] 
Levy8 80 [-10, IO] 
Beale 2 [-4.5,4.5] 
Beale 2 [-102,102] 
Beale 2 [-104,104] 
Beale 2 [-lo’, 10’1 
Schwefell 3 [-lo’, 10’1 
Booth 2 [-IO’, 10’1 
Powell 4 [-10,201 
Schwef e13 2 [-lo’, 10’1 
Rosenbrock 2 [-lo’, 10’1 
Rat21 5 [-500,600] 
Ratz25 4 IO, 101 
Ratz27 4 [O, 101 
Rat2210 4 LO, 101 
Ratz3 6 IO, 11 
Morel 3 L-4,41 
More2 4 [-25,251 
0.07 
0.06 
0.06 
0.08 
0.06 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.08 
0.06 
0.06 
0.07 
0.07 
0.07 
0.05 
0.06 
0.06 
0.07 
0.09 
0.09 
0.09 
0.09 
0.07 
0.08 
0.04 0.65 3 
0.07 0.68 2 
0.05 1.62 4 
0.06 34.93 30 
0.10 4.14 7 
0.21 1.02 1 
0.19 1.62 I 
0.19 4.34 1 
0.29 14.48 1 
0.31 54.42 1 
0.33 216.49 1 
0.15 3.03 1 
0.17 5.83 1 
0.17 4.30 1 
0.20 13.48 1 
0.29 45.82 I 
0.30 294.18 1 
0.15 2.76 3 
0.15 3.71 12 
0.15 5.81 31 
0.15 22.98 61 
0.07 0.61 0 
0.05 0.40 0 
0.07 5.20 57 
0.02 0.62 0 
0.07 1.42 10 
0.09 1.53 0 
0.18 2.42 0 
0.21 3.99 0 
0.21 5.72 0 
0.11 17.48 2 
0.09 12.95 5 
0.16 271.45 65 
Ratz210 without splitting. These problems were used in [30] to study splitting 
strategies. 
5.3. Constrained optimization 
We now turn to constrained optimization problems which are, in general, very dif- 
ficult to solve. Table 3 summarizes some of our computation results on some of the 
toughest problems from [ 111. We give the number of variables in the initial statement 
(u), the number of constraints (c), the times for compilation, generation and solving, 
and the number of splits. Note that, for a problem with n variables and m constraints, 
the system generates a constraint problem involving n + m variables when using the 
Fritz-John conditions. 
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Table 3 
Summaly of the experimental results on constrained optimization 
Benchmarks u C Compilation Generation Solving Splits 
h95 6 16 0.13 0.06 6.74 6 
h96 6 16 0.13 0.06 6.47 8 
h97 6 16 0.13 0.06 294.14 258 
h98 6 16 0.13 0.06 244.56 144 
hlO0 7 18 0.11 0.07 108.04 143 
h106 8 22 0.10 0.08 926.72 149 
h113 10 28 0.19 0.05 4410.26 7296 
6. Related work 
In this section, we relate Helios to the systems it is most closely related to: the 
modeling language AMPL and the programming language Newton. 
6.1. Comparison with AMPL 
We first compare Helios to AMPL, which is one of the most advanced modeling 
languages. Ref. [5] contains a comparison of many modeling languages including GAMS 
and LINDO. From a syntactic standpoint, most of these languages are, in fact, very 
closely related. 
Since Helios was primarily inspired by AMPL, it is not surprising that many of 
its concepts such as ranges, constants, sets, aggregation operators, and generic objects 
have direct counterparts in AMPL. These concepts are in fact closely related to the 
traditional mathematical notations and the differences between Helios and AMPL are 
essentially due to personal styles of the designers. However, Helios makes a number 
of contributions to the field of modeling languages. 
As far as the application domain is concerned, Helios is the first (to our knowl- 
edge) modeling language for global optimization based on interval analysis. As a con- 
sequence, and contrary to other modeling languages, Helios provides soundness and 
completeness guarantees on its results. In particular, it is guaranteed to find all isolated 
solutions in constraint solving problems and all global optima in optimization problems. 
As far as the syntax is concerned, the main novelty of Helios is the output of the 
statements: Helios returns a set of solution-boxes while AMPL and the other modeling 
languages we are aware of returns values. The ability to return intervals is critical to 
guarantee the soundness and completeness properties of the results. Another novelty is 
the concept of soft constraints which is also motivated by our application area and our 
desire to produce guarantees on the results. 
As far as semantic issues are concerned, Helios differs significantly from other 
modeling languages. Traditional modeling languages abstract the syntax of constraint 
solvers but their semantics strongly depend on the nonlinear solvers used in the imple- 
mentation. Although this is probably not a major issue for modeling languages which 
act as front-ends to linear programming solvers, it becomes a significant problem for 
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global optimization for reasons that we mentioned several times already. The semantics 
of Helios as presented in this paper makes it possible to abstract not only the syntax 
of a given solver but also its operational behavior provided that it respects our basic re- 
quirements. As a consequence, the resuIts of Helios cayl he interpreted i~de~e~dentl~ 
of the implementation. 
It is also useful to compare the use of Helios with direct programming in Newton 
to understand better the practical cont~butions of Helios. 
Helios was motivated by the fact that most applications of Newton come from 
scientists who would prefer to avoid learning a specific pro~amming language to 
broyden(N,L) :- 
precision(8), 
generatsConstraints(N,L), split(L). 
genera~eConstraint(~,L) :- create~omai~(i,~,L), genera~eCo~strai~ts(i,N,L). 
generateConstraints(L,U,V) :- L > U. 
generateConstraints(L,U,V) :- L <= U, 
generateCon6traint(L,U,V), 
Ll is L + 1, 
generateConstraint(I,N,V) :- 
L2 is I - 5, maxim~(l,L2,L), U2 is I + 1, min~m~(N,UZ,U), 
gterm(l,L,U,I,V,Res), 
constraint Res. 
gte~(c,L,u,I,v,l~ :- c > u. 
gterm(C,L,U,I,~VlVsl,Res) :- C < L, Cl is C + 1, 
gterm(Cl,L,U,I,Vs,Res). 
gterm(C,L,U,I,CFiTI,F * ( 2 + 5 * F-2) + Res) :- C = I, Cl is C + 1, 
gterm(Ct,L,U,I,T,Res). 
gterm(C,L,U,I,CFITl,Res - F * (1 + F)) :- 
C >= U, C <= U, C 0 I, Cl is C + 1, 
gte~(~l,L,U,I,T,Res). 
domain(L,U,[l) :- L > U. 
domain(L,U,CFITl) :- L -C= U, range(F,l.O, ,l.O), Li is L t 1, domain(Ll,U,T). 
maximum(X,Y,X) :- X >= Y, 
maximum(X,Y,Y) :- Y > X. 
minimum(X,Y,X) :- X <= Y. 
minim~(X,Y,Y) :- Y < X. 
Fig. 10. A Newton program for the ~~oyden-banded unction, 
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Input : 
int n : “Number of variables: ‘I; 
Range : 
idx = Cl..nl; 
Set: 
JCi in idxl = { j in [max(i,i-5)..min(n,i+l)] I j 0 i }; 
Variable: 
x : arrayCidx1 in [-lOe8.. iOe81; 
Body : 
solve system all 
f(i in idx): 
0 = xCi1 * (2 + 5 * xCi1’2) + 1 - 
Sum(j in JCil) 
xCj1 * (1 +xCjl); 
Fig. Il. An Helios statement for the Broyden-banded function. 
solve their problems. Although Newton is high-level and declarative, there is still a 
considerable gap between a mathematical statement of a nonlinear application and the 
corresponding Newton program. To illustrate this point, Fig. 10 depicts the Newton 
program to solve the Broyden-banded function, while Fig. 11 describes an Helios 
statement for the same problem. For a noncomputer scientist, there is a substantial 
difference between the Helios statement and the corresponding Newton program. Note 
in particular the predicate gterm which is essentially implementing the generation of the 
summation operator. The Helios statement is clearer, more compact, higher-level, and 
much closer to the original mathematical description. Helios makes Newton technology 
accessible to a much wider audience. 
Our results in the previous sections have also indicated that the additional function- 
ality comes at a reasonable price: Helios statements are comparable in performance to 
Newton programs. The main conceptual reason explaining this result comes from our 
complexity results for the compilation and constraint generation phases and from the 
fact that most Newton programs follow a pattern of contraint generation and choices, 
which seems relatively uniform across our applications. Of course, Helios is more 
limited than Newton: it is not a full programming language and it does not let users 
write their own strategies for solving a problem (e.g., decomposition techiques, choice 
heuristics, . . .). Some of these limitations could be removed at the expense of a more 
complex language. However, many problems seem in fact to require the standard search 
strategies only. 
7. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have introduced Helios, the first (to our knowledge) modeling 
language for global optimization using interval analysis. Helios makes it possible to 
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state global optimization problems almost as in scientific papers and textbooks and is 
guaranteed to find all isolated solutions in constraint-solving problems and all global 
optima in optimization problems. Helios statements are compiled to Newton, a con- 
straint logic programming language using constraint satisfaction and interval analysis 
techniques, 
From a user standpoint, Helios simplifies significantly the solving of these appli- 
cations, while introducing a negligible overhead compared to direct programming in 
Newton. 
From a modeling language standpoint, Helios differs from traditional modeling lan- 
guages by its sound semantic foundation. We defined its semantics through a set of 
minimal requirements. Any implementation satisfying these requirements enjoys some 
nice soundness and completeness properties. 
From an implementation standpoint, Helios indicates that constraint logic program- 
ming is an appropriate tool for implementing modeling languages. We showed that 
Helios statements can be compiled in linear time into Newton programs and that 
these Newt on programs generate the set of constraints denoted by the statement in 
time linear in the size of the set (for reasonable statements). 
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